Domaine Viret Renaissance
VDF 2015
Côtes du Rhône, France

$34.95 per bottle ($419.40 per case)
12 bottles per case
QUANTITY

1

ADD TO CART

Dark & Powerful
Red Wine
Grenache, Mourvèdre / Monastrell, Syrah
Biodynamic, Natural, Organic, Vegan-Friendly
Dry
Full Bodied
750ml
15% alc./vol

Advocates of the principles of organic and
biodynamic agriculture, the Viret family has
chosen to employ a particular form of natural
viticulture throughout their estate. Known as
“cosmoculture®”, this is based on energy fields.
Everything is organized in such a way that both
the vines and wines are able draw on their own
natural defences. The work in the vineyards
focuses on reorganizing the magnetic field and
on the application of homeopathic and naturals
preparations made from rocks and plants that
are often found naturally within the vineyard.
This is one of the most exciting raw and natural
wines ever produced. Un-fined. Unfiltered. Low
sulphites. It's a beautiful, powerful blend of
Grenache, Syrah and Mourvèdre, aged in
concrete for 24 months, to preserve the natural
fruit flavours. This blend shows powerful, ripe
dark fruit, leather, black olives and an array of
herbs and spices that linger well into the finish.
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This can easily be enjoyed on its own, but will
just as well accompany hearty stews, game &
well-seasoned grilled meat or vegetables.
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About the Winery
Domaine Viret
In a magical place steeped in history, Saint-Maurice, in the Rhone Valley.
Advocates of the principles of organic and biodynamic agriculture, the
Viret family has chosen to employ a particular form of natural viticulture
throughout their estate. Known as “cosmoculture®”, this is based on
cosmotelluric exchanges. Everything is organised in such a way that both
vines and wines are able draw on their own natural defences.
Work in the vineyards focuses on reorganising the magnetic field and on the application of homeopathic and
naturals preparations made from rocks and plants that are often found in the vineyards. Alain, Philippe's father,
built the winery on an ancient Roman site around an underground spring which they believe energises the
vineyards and the winery.
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